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Abstract
The computational power of formal models for networks of spiking neurons
is compared with that of other neural network models based on McCulloch
Pitts neurons (i.e. threshold gates) respectively sigmoidal gates. In particular
it is shown that networks of spiking neurons are computationally more powerful than these other neural network models. A concrete biologically relevant
function is exhibited which can be computed by a single spiking neuron (for
biologically reasonable values of its parameters), but which requires hundreds
of hidden units on a sigmoidal neural net.
This article does not assume prior knowledge about spiking neurons, and it
contains an extensive list of references to the currently available literature on
computations in networks of spiking neurons and relevant results from neurobiology.

1 De nitions and Motivations
If one classi es neural network models according to their computational units, one can
distinguish three di erent generations. The rst generation is based on McCullochPitts neurons as computational units. These are also referred to as perceptrons or
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threshold-gates. They give rise to a variety of neural network models such as multilayer perceptrons (also called threshold circuits), Hop eld nets, and Boltzmann
machines. A characteristic feature of these models is that they can only give digital
output. In fact they are universal for computations with digital input and output,
and every boolean function can be computed by some multi-layer perceptron with a
single hidden layer.
The second generation is based on computational units that apply to a weighted
sum (or polynomial) of the inputs an \activation function" with a continuous set of
possible output values, such as the sigmoid function (y) = 1=(1 + e?y ) or the linear
saturated function  with (y) = y for 0  y  1; (y) = 0 for y < 0; (y) = 1 for
y > 1 . Besides piecewise polynomial activation functions we consider in this paper
also \piecewise exponential" activation functions, whose pieces can be de ned by
expressions involving exponentiation (such as the de nition of ). Typical examples
for networks from this second generation are feedforward and recurrent sigmoidal
neural nets, as well as networks of radial basis function units. These nets are also
able to compute (with the help of rounding at the network output) arbitrary boolean
functions. Actually it has been shown that neural nets from the second generation
can compute certain boolean functions with fewer gates than neural nets from the
rst generation ([41], [11]). In addition, neural nets from the second generation are
able to compute functions with analog input and output. In fact they are universal for
analog computations in the sense that any continuous function with a compact domain
and range can be approximated arbitrarily well (with regard to uniform convergence,
i.e. the L1-norm) by a network of this type with a single hidden layer. Another
characteristic feature of this second generation of neural network models is that they
support learning algorithms that are based on gradient descent such as backprop.
For a biological interpretation of neural nets from the second generation one views
the output of a sigmoidal unit as a representation of the current ring rate of a biological neuron. Since biological neurons, especially in higher cortical areas, are known
to re at various intermediate frequencies between their minimum and maximum frequency, neural nets from the second generation are with regard to this \ ring rate
interpretation" biologically more realistic than models from the rst generation.
However at least with regard to fast analog computations by networks of neurons
in the cortex, the \ ring rate interpretation" itself has become questionable. Perrett
et al. ([49]) and Thorpe et al. ([62]) have demonstrated that visual pattern analysis
and pattern classi cation can be carried out by humans in just 100 msec, in spite
of the fact that it involves a minimum of 10 synaptic stages from the retina to the
temporal lobe. The same speed of visual processing has been measured by Rolls et al.
([53]) in macaque monkeys. Furthermore they have shown that a single cortical area
involved in visual processing can complete its computation in just 20-30 msec ([52],
[53]). On the other hand the ring rates of neurons involved in these computations
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are usually below 100 Hz, and hence at least 20-30 msec would be needed just to
sample the current ring rate of a neuron. Thus a coding of analog variables by ring
rates is quite dubious in the context of fast cortical computations.

Figure 1: Simultaneous recordings (over 4 seconds) of the ring times of 30 neurons
from monkey striate cortex by Kruger and Aiple [30]. Each ring is denoted by a
short vertical bar, with a separate row for each neuron.
For comparison we have marked the length of an interval of 100 msec by two vertical
lines. This time span is known to suce for the completion of some complex multilayer
cortical computations.

On the other hand experimental evidence has accumulated during the last few
years which indicates that many biological neural systems use the timing of single
action potentials (or "spikes") to encode information ([1], [2], [6], [3], [4], [5], [13],
[20], [27], [33], [54], [58], [59], [62]).
These experimental results from neurobiology have lead to the investigation of a
third generation of neural network models wich employ spiking neurons (or \integrate
and re neurons") as computational units. Recently, one has also started to carry
out experiments with related new types of electronic hardware such as pulse stream
VLSI (see e.g. [46], [50], [22], [43], [44], [48], [47], [12], [23]). In these new chips one
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can encode analog variables by time di erences between pulses, which has practical
advantages over other encoding methods. The goal of understanding the capabilities
and limitations of this new type of analog neural hardware provides additional motivation for theoretical investigation of the third generation of neural network models.
Mathematical models for \integrate and re neurons" (or \spiking neurons" as
they have been called more recently) can be traced back to [31] (see [63]). There exist
a number of variations of this model, which are described and compared in the recent
survey (see [15]). With regard to the relationship of these mathematical models to
the known behaviour of biological neurons we refer to [1], [3], [4], [8], [9], [20], [24],
[56], [57], and [63]. These mathematical models for spiking neurons do not provide a
complete description of the extremely complex computational function of a biological
neuron. Rather, like the computational units of the previous two generations of
neural network models, these are simpli ed models that focus on just a few aspects
of biological neurons. However in comparison with the previous two models they
are substantially more realistic. In particular they describe much better the actual
output of a biological neuron, and hence they allow us to investigate on a theoretical
level the possiblities for using time as a resource for computation and communication.
Whereas the timing of computation steps is usually \trivialized" in the models from
the preceding two generations (either through an assumed synchronization, or through
an assumed stochastic asynchronicity), the timing of individual computation steps
plays a key-role for computations in networks of spiking neurons. In fact, the output
of a spiking neuron v consists of the set Fv  R+ of points in time when v \ res"
(where R+ = fx 2 R : x  0g).
In the simplest (deterministic) model of a spiking neuron one assumes that a neuron v res whenever its \potential" Pv (which models the electric membrane potential
at the \trigger zone" of neuron v) reaches a certain threshold v . This potential Pv
is the sum of socalled excitatory postsynaptic potentials (\EPSP's") and inhibitory
postsynaptic potentials (\IPSP's"), which result from the ring of other neurons u
that are connected through a \synapse" to neuron v .The ring of a \presynaptic"
neuron u at time s contributes to the potential Pv at time t an amount that is modelled by the term wu;v  "u;v (t ? s) , which consists of a \weight" wu;v  0 and a
response-function "u;v (t ? s) . Biologically realistic shapes of such response functions
are indicated in Figure 2.
The \weight" wu;v  0 in the term wu;v  "u;v (t ? s) re ects the \strength" (called
\ecacy" in neurobiology) of the synapse between neuron u and neuron v . In the
context of learning one can replace wu;v by a function wu;v (t) . In addition it has
been conjectured that rapid changes of the value of wu;v (t) are also essential for
computations in biological neural systems. However for simplicity we view here wu;v
just as a constant.
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Figure 2: Typical shape of response functions (EPSP and IPSP) of a biological neuron.

The restriction of wu;v to non-negative values is motivated by the assumption that
a biological synapse is either \excitatory" or \inhibitory", and that it does not change
its \sign" in the course of a \learning-process". Another biologically motivated constraint is that apparently for most biological neurons u either all response-functions
"u;v (t ? s) are \excitatory" (i.e. positive), or all of them are \inhibitory" (i.e. negative). Obviously these constraints have basically no impact on theoretical complexity
investigations (just consider pairs of excitatory and inhibitory neurons instead of single neurons), unless one cares about small constant factors in the size of networks, or
one wants to model the actual architecture of cortical circuits (see [12], [57]).
It is mathematically more convenient to assume that the potential Pv has value 0
in the absence of postsynaptic potentials, and that the threshold value v is always
> 0 . In a \typical" biological neuron the resting membrane potential is around -70
mV, the ring threshold is around -50 mV, and a postsynaptic potential (i.e. EPSP
or IPSP) changes the membrane potential temporarily by at most a few mV.
If a neuron v has red at time t0 , it will not re again for a few msec after t0 , no
matter how large its current potential Pv (t) is (\absolute refractory period"). Then
for a few further msec it is still \reluctant" to re, i.e. a ring requires a larger value
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of Pv (t) than usual (\relative refractory period"). Both of these refractory e ects are
modelled by a suitable \threshold function" v (t ? t0 ) , where t0 is the time of the
most recent ring of v. In the deterministic (i.e. noise free) version of the spiking
neuron model one assumes that v res whenever Pv (t) crosses from below the function
v (t?t0 ) . A typical shape of the function v (t?t0 ) for a biological neuron is indicated
in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Typical shape of the threshold function of a biological neuron.

Thus formally a Spiking Neuron Network (SNN) consists of a nite set V of spiking
neurons, a set E  V  V of synapses, a weight wu;v  0 and a response function
"u;v : R+ ! R for each synapse hu; vi 2 E (where R+ := fx 2 R : x  0g), and a
threshold function v : R+ ! R+ for each neuron v 2 V .
If Fu  R+ is the set of ring times of a neuron u , then the potential at the
trigger zone of neuron v at time t is given by
X
X
Pv (t) := u:hu;vi2E s2F :s<t wu;v  "u;v (t ? s) :
u

In a noise-free model a neuron v res at time t as soon as Pv (t) reaches v (t ? t0 ) ,
where t0 is the time of the most recent ring of v .
For some speci ed subset Vin  V of input neurons one assumes that the ring
times (\spike trains") Fu for neurons u 2 Vin are not de ned by the preceding convention, but are given from the outside. The ring times Fv for all other neurons v 2 V
are determined by the previously described rules, and the output of the network is
given in the form of the spike trains Fv for the neurons v in a speci ed set of output
neurons Vout  V .
Experiments have shown that in vitro biological neurons re with slightly varying
delays in response to repetitions of the same current injection ([3]). Only under certain
conditions neurons are known to re in more reliable manner ([45]). Therefore one
also considers the stochastic or noisy version of the SNN model, where the di erence
Pv (t)?v (t?t0 ) just governs the probability that neuron v res at time t. The choice of
the exact ring times is left up to some unknown stochastic processes, and it may for
example occur that v does not re in a time interval I during which Pv (t) ? v (t ? t0 ) >
0 , or that v res \spontaneously" at a time t when Pv (t) ? v (t ? t0) < 0 .
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The previously described noisy version of the SNN model is basically identical
with the spike response model in [15], [16], and with the other common mathematical
models for networks of spiking neurons (see e.g. [1], [4], [63]). Subtle di erences exist
between these models with regard to their treatment of the refractory e ects and
the \reset" of the membrane potential after a ring. But these di erences will be
irrelevant for the results that are considered in this article.
For theoretical results about stable states, syn re chains, associative memory etc.
in networks of spiking neurons we refer to [10], [1], [14], [16], [17], [51], [7], [19], [21].
Results about computations with stochastic spiking neurons in ring rate coding
can be found in [28], [55], and results about the information transmitted by spiking
neurons in [61]. Computations with a somewhat di erent model of a stochastic spiking
neuron are studied in [25] (see also the discussion in [36]), and in [55], [65].
We use in this article the terms analog, numerical and real-valued interchangeably
to denote variables that range over R or an interval of R . For simplicity we assume
that all neural nets from the rst two generations that are considered in the following
have a feedforward architecture.

2 Simulation and Separation Results
The mathematically simplest one within the range of SNN-models is the one where
the ring is deterministic, and both the response functions and the threshold functions
are piecewise constant (i.e. \step functions") as indicated in Figure 4. We refer to this
version as type A in the following. This version of the SNN-model actually captures
quite well the intended capabilities of arti cial spiking neurons in pulse stream VLSI.

2.1 Computation of Boolean Functions
We rst observe that for the case of boolean input this model is computationally at
least as powerful as neural nets from the rst generation. We assume that n input
bits x1 ; : : : ; xn are given to the SNN via n input neurons a1 ; : : : ; an , where ai res at
a speci c time Tin if xi = 1 , and ai does not re at all if xi = 0 . We assume that the
output bit of the SNN is given by the ring or non- ring of a speci ed output neuron
during some speci ed time-window. One can then simulate any layered feedforward
neural net N from the rst generation by an SNN N 0 of type A which has basically
the same architecture as N . Only if one wants to respect in N 0 the biologically
motivated constraint that each neuron in N 0 should only trigger EPSP's, or only
IPSP's, then each gate of N has to be simulated by a pair consisting of an excitatory
and an inhibitory spiking neuron that both get the same input. In N 0 one need not
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Figure 4: Response- and threshold functions of a spiking neuron of type A.

make use of the possibility to assign for a neuron v di erent values to the delays u;v
(which model the time that passes until a ring of u has an e ect on Pv (t) , see Figure
4) for di erent neurons u with hu; vi 2 E . For a biological neuron these delays u;v
may very well be di erent, depending on the length of the axon of u and the distance
from the synapse to the trigger zone of v.
If one makes use of the possibility to employ for certain neurons v di erent delays
u;v for di erent neurons u , then one can show that an SNN of type A is in fact
computationally more powerful than neural nets of the same or similar size from the
rst or second generation. For that purpose we consider the concrete boolean function
CDn : f0; 1g2n ! f0; 1g , which is de ned by
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>< 1 ; if xi = yi = 1
for some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng
CDn(x1 ; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yn) = >
: 0 ; else :

This function appears to be relevant in a biological context, since it formalizes some
form of pattern-matching respectively coincidence-detection. A single spiking neuron
v of type A (or of any other \reasonable" type) can compute CDn . One just has to
choose the delays to v from the input nodes a1 ; : : : ; an (for x1 ; : : : ; xn) and the input
nodes b1 ; : : : ; bn (for y1; : : : ; yn) in such a way that a ;v = b ;v for i = 1; : : : ; n , and
a ;v is so much larger than a ;v for j > i that the nonzero parts of the response
functions "a ;v and "a ;v do not overlap if aj and ai re simultaneously.
i

j

i

j

i
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Theorem 1

a) Any threshold circuit N that computes CDn has at least n=log(n + 1) gates.
b) Any sigmoidal neural net N with piecewise polynomial activation functions that
computes CDn has (n1=2 ) gates. For the case of piecewise exponential activation functions (such as ) one gets a lower bound of (n1=4 ).

Proof: Let a1 ; : : : ; an; b1 ; : : : ; bn be the input nodes of N where it receives the values

x1 ; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yn of its 2n input variables. We show in fact a slightly stronger
result than claimed: The lower bounds hold already for the numbers of those gates
in N that have a direct edge from at least one of the input nodes b1 ; : : : ; bn . Thus
in the case of layered neural nets these are lower bounds for the number of gates on
the rst hidden layer.

We consider computations of N where some \ xed" vector q 2 f0; 1gn is assigned
to the input nodes b1 ; : : : ; bn , so that the output of N may be viewed as a function
of the assignments to the input nodes a1 ; : : : ; an . We only consider the set S of those
n assignments e1; : : : ; en 2 f0; 1gn to a1 ; : : : ; an where exactly one of the n input
variables has the value 1 . Since N computes CDn , it is obvious that for the 2n
di erent choices of q 2 f0; 1gn the network computes 2n di erent functions from S
into f0; 1g .
For the proof of part a) we x a linear order  on the computation nodes in
N so that each computation node g receives (apart from input nodes a1 ; : : : ; an and
b1 ; : : : ; bn) only edges from other computation nodes in N that precede g in this linear
order. Consider some arbitrary computation node g in N , and a set Q of assignments
q 2 f0; 1gn so that every computation node before g computes a function from S into
f0; 1g (with regard to assignments of inputs from S to the input nodes a1; : : : ; an),
which does not depend on the assignment of q 2 Q to b1 ; : : : ; bn . Note that for the
rst computation node in N we can set Q := f0; 1gn .
Then for assignments from S to a1 ; : : : ; an the values which gate g receives from
other computation nodes do not depend on the chosen assignment q 2 Q to b1 ; : : : ; bn .
Hence the weighted sum of the values which g receives via direct edges from the input
nodes a1 ; : : : ; an and from computation nodes that precede g in  assumes at most
n di erent values r1  : : :  rn for arbitrary assignments from S to a1; : : : ; an and
arbitrary assignments from Q to b1 ; : : : ; bn . Obviously the output of g depends only
on the value of this weighted sum and on the weighted sum r of those values that
g receives via direct edges from input nodes b1 ; : : : ; bn . If  is the threshold of the
threshold gate g , then the minimal i such that ri + r   can assume at most
n + 1 di erent values (including the value i = n + 1 if rn + r < ) . Consequently
with di erent xed assignments of q 2 Q to b1 ; : : : ; bn the node g can compute at
most n + 1 di erent functions from S into f0; 1g . This yields a partition of Q into
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n + 1 equivalence classes, and one can apply the same argument for each of these
equivalence classes to the next node in N (with regard to the linear order ).

If one starts this construction for the rst computation node in N with Q =
f0; 1gn , one gets a partition of Q into at most (n + 1)k equivalence classes after the
k-th node. On the other hand the fact that N computes CDn implies that the output
node of N computes for each assignment to b1 ; : : : ; bn a di erent function from S into
f0; 1g , i.e. it partitions f0; 1gn into 2n di erent equivalence classes Q . Hence the
number s of computation nodes in N that have a direct edge from at least one of the
input nodes b1 ; : : : ; bn satis es (n + 1)s  2n , i.e. s  n=log(n + 1) .
The proof of part b) is very similar to an argument in Koiran [29]. If one considers
just a1 ; : : : ; an as input nodes of N , then di erent xed assignments to b1 ; : : : ; bn can
only shift the threshold of those s computation nodes in N that have direct edges from
b1 ; : : : ; bn . We now consider a variation N 0 of N where the input nodes b1 ; : : : ; bn
are deleted, and the thresholds of the abovementioned s gates in N are viewed as the
only \programmable parameters" (or \weights") in the usual sense of VC-dimension
theory for neural networks (for a brief survey see [34]). The fact that N computes
CDn implies that N 0 shatters S (with regard to di erent assignments to these s programmable parameters). Thus N 0 has a VC-dimension of at least n . On the other
hand the results of Goldberg and Jerrum [18] and Karpinski and Macintyre [26] imply
that in this case the number s of programmable parameters in N satis es n = O(s2)
in the case of piecewise polynomial activation functions, respectively n = O(s4) in
the case of piecewise exponential activation functions.

2.2 Computation of Functions with Analog Input
We have already shown that for boolean inputs a network of spiking neurons of type A
has the full computational power of a neural net from the rst generation of the same
size, and is in fact more powerful. However neural nets from all three generations are
also able to process numerical inputs from Rn or [0; 1]n , instead of just boolean inputs
from f0; 1gn . For networks of spiking neurons it is natural to encode a numerical
input variable xi 2 R by the ring time Tin ? xi  c of input neuron ai (see also [20]),
where c > 0 is some constant. Similarly one expects that a numerical output y 2 R
is realized in an SNN by the ring of a certain \output neuron" at time Tout ? y  c
where Tout > Tin is independent from the values x1 ; : : : ; xn of the input variables. For
the computation of functions with boolean output one can either employ the same
output convention as before, or apply rounding (i.e. one considers a ring of the
output neuron before a certain xed time T as an output of \1").
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An interesting function with regard to separation results is in this context the
\element distinctness function" EDn : (R+ )n ! f0; 1g de ned by
8
>< 1 ;
if xi = xj for some i 6= j
if jx ? x j  1 for all i; j with i 6= j
EDn(x1 ; : : : ; xn) = > 0 ;
: arbitrary, else i: j
If one encodes the value of input variable xi by a ring of input neuron ai at time
Tin ? xi  c , then for suciently large values of the constant c > 0 a single spiking
neuron v can compute EDn (even with a ;v = a ;v for all i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng) .
This holds for any reasonable type of response functions, e.g. type A, or the type B
considered below.
i

j

Theorem 2 Any layered threshold circuit N that computes EDn has (n  log n)
gates on its rst hidden layer.

Proof: Let k be the number of gates in N on the rst hidden layer. The corresponding
k halfspaces partition the input space Rn into at most 2k di erent polytopes (i.e.
intersections of halfspaces) so that N gives the same output for all inputs from the
same polytope. For this consideration one has to allow polytopes that are intersections
of closed and open halfspaces.

We now consider those n! inputs x = hx1 ; : : : ; xni 2 f1; : : : ; ngn that represent
all n! permutations  of fi; : : : ; ng . It suces to show that each x lies in a di erent
polytope, since this implies that 2k  n! . Thus assume for a contradiction that two
permutations x and x^ lie in the same polytope P . By construction the threshold
circuit N gives the same output for all x 2 P . Since P is convex, N gives not only
the same output for x and x^ , but also for all points on the line L that connects
these two points. This yields a contradiction, since EDn(x ) = EDn(x^ ) = 0 , but
EDn(x) = 1 for some point x on this line L .
In order to analyze the complexity of functions with boolean output on sigmoidal
neural nets, one needs to x a suitable convention for rounding the real-valued output of such net. In order to make our subsequent lower bound result as strong as
possible, one may assume here the weakest possible rounding convention, where for
some arbitrary parameter  the real-valued output r of the output node of the net is
rounded to 1 if r   . No separating interval is required between outputs that are
rounded to 0 respectively 1 .
In the same way as for CDn one can show that any neural net from the second
generation that computes EDn needs to have (n1=4 ) gates. This lower bound will be
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improved to (n ? 1)=4 in the following theorem. The proof of this stronger separation
result exploits instead of a bound for the VC-dimension Sontag's better upper bound
of 2w + 1 [60] for the maximal number d such that every set of d di erent inputs can
be shattered by a sigmoidal neural net with w programmable parameters. In order to
apply his result in our lower bound argument one has to construct from an arbitrary
sigmoidal neural net which computes EDn a related net that shatters every set of
n ? 1 inputs.

Theorem 3 Any sigmoidal neural net N that computes EDn has at least

hidden units.

n?4

2

?1

Proof: Let N be an arbitrary sigmoidal neural net with k gates that computes EDn.
Consider any set S  R+ of size n ? 1. Let  > 0 be suciently large so that the
numbers in   S have pairwise distance  2 . Let A be a set of n ? 1 numbers > max
(  S ) + 2 with pairwise distance  2 .
By assumption N can decide for n arbitrary inputs from   S [ A whether they
are all di erent. Let N be a variation of N where all weights on edges from the rst
input variable are multiplied with . Then by assigning suitable xed sets of n ? 1
pairwise di erent numbers from   S [ A to the other n ? 1 input variables, N
computes any characteristic function over S .

Thus if one considers as programmable parameters of N the  k weights on edges
from the rst input variable of N and the  k thresholds of gates that are connected
to some of the other n ? 1 input variables, then N shatters S with 2k programmable
parameters. Actually in the more general setting of the subsequent argument we
arrive at just k + 1 programmable parameters, since the occurrences of the factor 
is up to k weights may be counted as a single programmable parameter.
Since S  R+ of size n ? 1 was chosen arbitrarily, we can now apply the result
from Sontag [60], which implies that n ? 1  2(k + 1) + 1 , hence k  (n ? 4)=2 .
Thus N has at least (n ? 4)=2 computation nodes, and therefore at least (n ? 4)=2 ? 1
hidden units.

Remark: The result of section 4 in Sontag [60] implies that his upper bound , and
hence the lower bound of the preceding Theorem 3, remain valid if the neural net N
that computes EDn employs besides sigmoidal gates also threshold gates.

Apparently for most neurons v in the cortex it is not likely that the \weights"
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wu;v of its synapses can be so large that just two synchronous EPSP's suce to move
the potential Pv over the ring threshold v (0) . In that regard the common math-

ematical model for a spiking neuron \overestimates" the computational capabilities
of a biological neuron. It is more realistic to assume that 6 simultaneously arriving
EPSP's can cause a neuron to re (see the discussion in [64]). Therefore we consider
g n : (R+)n ! f0; 1g of the function EDn:
the following variation ED
gn(x1; : : : ; xn) =
ED
8
>> 1 ;
if there exists some k  1 such that x1 ; x2 ; x3;
><
x3k+1 ; x3k+2; x3k+3 all have the same value
0
;
if
every interval I  R+ of length 1 contains the values
>>
of at most 3 input variables xi
>:
arbitrary, else :
In the common model of a spiking neuron the membrane potential Pv (t) is assumed
to be a linear sum of the postsynaptic potentials. This is certainly an idealization,
since isolated EPSP's that arrive at synapses far away from the trigger zone (which
is located at the beginning of the axon) are subject to an exponential decay on their
way to the trigger zone. Hence such isolated EPSP's have hardly any impact on the
membrane potential Pv (t) at the trigger zone. On the other hand EPSP's that arrive
synchronously at adjacent synapses are \boosted" at \hot spots" of the dendritic tree,
and hence may have a signi cant impact on the membrane potential Pv (t) at the
g n in such a way that in spite of these nonlinear
trigger zone [56]. We have de ned ED
e ects in the integration of EPSP's it is quite plausible that a biological neuron can
g n in temporal coding for a fairly large value of n . To compute ED
gn a
compute ED
neuron is required to re only when two \blocks" consisting of 3 adjacent synapses all
receive synchronous EPSP's. Furthermore a \hair-trigger" situation is avoided, since
no requirements are made for the case that the neuron receives just 4 or 5 synchronous
(or almost synchronous) EPSP's. Only in the case where the neuron receives at most
3 EPSP's during any time interval of \unit-length" (which can have any value) a
non- ring of the neuron is assumed.
In order to prove a lower bound for the number of hidden units in arbitrary neural
g n with sigmoidal gates and threshold gates, one proceeds
nets N that compute ED
as in the proof of Theorem 3. One now considers arbitrary sets S  R+ of size
b(n ? 3)=3c . One divides the remaining n ? 3 input variables into b(n ? 3)=3c blocks
of 3 variables that always receive a common value. In a variation N of N one
identi es the rst 3 input variables, and multiplies all their weights with a common
g n , the network N with k computation nodes
factor  . Since N computes ED
shatters S with the help of k + 1 programmable parameters. Hence Sontag's result
[60] yields b(n ? 3)=3c  2(k + 1) + 1 , i.e. k  (n ? 14)=6 .
If one plugs in a common estimate for the number n of synapses at a biological
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neuron, such as n = 10000 , the preceding inequality yields a lower bound of 1663
for the number k ? 1 of hidden units in N . Hence even if one prefers to plug in
somewhat di erent values for some of the abovementioned constants, the preceding
g n (respectively for a variation of ED
g n that re ects di erent choices
proof for ED
of the parameters involved) still yields a lower bound of several hundred for the
minimal size of a sigmoidal neural net which computes the same function. Thus
we have demonstrated a substantial di erence between the computational power of
biological neurons and sigmoidal \neurons" (i.e. computational units from the second
generation).
For numerical inputs our previously sketched simulation of threshold circuits (i.e.
neural nets from the rst generation) by a network of spiking neurons of type A
fails. More surprisingly, one can even show that there exists no way of simulating
for numerical inputs an arbitrary threshold circuit with s gates by a network of f (s)
spiking neurons of type A, in fact this is impossible for any function f : N ! N .
Consider a threshold circuit that outputs 1 for inputs x1 ; x2; x3 2 [0; 1] if x1 + x2 = x3 ,
and 0 else. Obviously this can be achieved by a circuit with just 3 threshold gates:
the circuit outputs 1 if (x1 + x2  x3 AND x1 + x2  x3) . However it has been shown
that this function from [0; 1]3 into f0; 1g (as well as any restriction to [0; ]3 for some
> 0) cannot be computed by any network of spiking neurons of type A, no matter
how many neurons and how much computation time it employs. This follows from a
general characterization of the computational power of networks of spiking neurons
of type A for numerical inputs in terms of the computational power of a restriction
called N?-RAM of the common model of a random access machine (RAM) that is
given in [40].
Thus we have arrived here at a limit for the computational power of spiking
neurons of type A for numerical inputs. The question arises whether this limitation
indicates a weakness of spiking neurons in general, or just a weakness of the extremely
simple response- and threshold functions of type A. For that purpose we consider
now spiking neurons with continuous piecewise linear (instead of piecewise constant)
response- and threshold functions, to which we will refer as spiking neurons of type
B. Examples for the simplest nontrivial response functions of type B are indicated in
Figure 5.
With regard to the computational power of spiking neurons of type B it does not
make much di erence whether one allows here piecewise constant, piecewise linear, or
more general types of threshold functions v , as long as we consider only feedforward
computations and the threshold functions v have the value \1" for small arguments.
Also the concrete shape of the response functions of type B will be irrelevant for the
following.
One can show that in contrast to the abovementioned negative result about neural
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Figure 5: Response functions (EPSP and IPSP) of a spiking neuron of type B. The
particular shape of the \triangle"is not important for the results in this article.

nets of type A a network of O(1) spiking neurons with response functions of type B
(e.g. as indicated in Figure 5) can simulate any threshold gate even for n real valued
input variables. This simulation exploits an important e ect of spiking neurons of
type B that cannot be realized with spiking neurons of type A: incoming EPSP's
and IPSP's can shift the ring time of a neuron in a continuous manner ([39]). More
precisely, for a certain range of the parameters involved, the ring time tv of a neuron
v in response to the rings of presynaptic neurons u at times Tin ? xu  c can be written
in the form
X
tv = Tout ?
sign("u;v )  wu;v  xu ;
(1)
u:hu;vi2E

where Tout does not depend on the values of the xu , and where sign("u;v ) = 1 in the
case of an EPSP and sign("u;v ) = ?1 in the case of an IPSP. Thus neuron v outputs
the weighted sum
X
sign("u;v )  wu;v  xu
u:hu;vi2E

in temporal coding (in response to analog inputs xu given in temporal coding).
The equation (1) reveals the somewhat surprising fact that the \weights" wu;v of
synapses of spiking neurons are able to play in the context of temporal coding the
same role as for computational units of the rst two generations of neural network.
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All later layers after the rst hidden layer in a layered neural net from the rst
generation receive just boolean input, even if the network input is real-valued. Hence
these later layers can easily be simulated by spiking neurons of type A (as indicated
before). However a subtle but serious problem arises if one wants to simulate threshold circuits with boolean inputs and outputs (or any other type of boolean circuit)
with spiking neurons of type B, e.g. with response functions as in Figure 5, which
are substantially closer to the biological prototypes in Figure 2 than any response
functions of type A. It is obvious that a spiking neuron of type B can simulate a
boolean gate only if it receives synchronized input spikes. The problem is that even
if a layer of spiking neurons of type B receives boolean input via synchronized input
spikes (e.g. in a coding where a spike corresponds to \1" and no spike corresponds
to \0"), those neurons on this layer which re will not re in a synchronized manner, but at slightly di erent times that depend on their concrete input \bits". The
root of this problem (which does not arise for spiking neurons of type A) is the fact
that a potential Pv (t) that is the sum of several EPSP's and IPSP's of type B will
itself be continuous and piecewise linear, and that the slopes of its linear pieces will
depend in particular on the number of EPSP's that it receives simultaneously (hence
on the concrete \boolean" input in our interpretation). Thus the precise time when
Pv (t) crosses the threshold v (0) will in general depend on the \boolean" input of
the spiking neuron. This causes a serious problem for the simulation of multilayer
threshold circuits (or other multilayer boolean circuits) by SNN's of type B, because
if those neurons v on the considered layer that re (and hence represent a \1" in the
simulation of a boolean circuit) do not re in a synchronized manner, the simulation
of threshold gates or other boolean gates (such as AND) by the next layer of spiking
neurons of type B becomes impossible.

Theorem 4 Any threshold circuit with s gates can be simulated for real valued inputs
from [0; 1]n by a network of O(s) spiking neurons of type B.

Proof: Consider rst an
arbitrary threshold gate G with inputs hx1 ; : : : ; xn i from
[0; 1]n that outputs 1 if Pn x  , and 0 else. We show that G can be simulated
i=1

i i

0

by a network of a xed number (i.e. O(1)) of spiking neurons of type B with regard
to temporal coding of network inputs x1 ; : : : ; xn (for a suciently small value of the
constant c). One employs here the same construction as for the simulation of a linear
(respectively sigmoidal) gate P
in [39], which yields a spiking neuron v whose ring time
represents the weighted sum ni=1 ixi in temporal coding. In particular
v res at the
P
n
latest by a xed time T (which does not depend on x1 ; : : : ; xn) if i=1 ixi  0 ,
and else after time T . We arrange that the resulting EPSP from v arrives at a
subsequent spiking neuron v0 , which receives in addition an EPSP from an auxiliary
spiking neuron whose ring time depends on Tin , but not on x1 ; : : : ; xn . With a
suitable choice of weights and delays of v0 one can achieve that v0 res if and only if
v res not later than time T .
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Obviously one can simulate in the same way the whole rst layer of any given
threshold circuit C . In order to simulate the subsequent layers of C with spiking
neurons of type B one can employ the construction from [36]. The previously described spiking neurons v0 represent the outputs of gates on the rst layer of C by
ring if and only if the corresponding gate in C outputs 1 . However the precise
time at which v0 res in this case depends on x1 ; : : : ; xn . Hence before one can use
the \boolean" outputs of these gates v0 as inputs for other spiking neurons of type B
which simulate the subsequent layers of C according to the construction in [36], one
has to employ a synchronization module as constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1
in [36].
Thus in contrast to SNN's of type A, networks of spiking neurons of type B can
simulate neural nets from the rst generation even for the case of real-valued network
input. Hence the question arises whether networks of spiking neurons of type B can
also simulate (respectively approximate) neural nets from the second generation which
have real-valued input and output. This question is answered armatively in [39],
by showing that with regard to temporal coding of real-valued variables x from a
suciently small range [0; ] any continuous function F : [0; ]n ! [0; ]k can be
approximated arbitrary closely (with regard to uniform convergence, i.e. L1) by a
network of spiking neurons of type B with just one hidden layer.
Furthermore if F is computed by a neural net with s gates from the second
generation, which employ as activation function the linear saturated function  :
[0; ] ! [0; ] de ned by
8
>< ; if < y
 (y) = > y ; if 0  y 
: 0 ; if y < 0 ;
then the approximating network of spiking neurons requires only O(s) neurons. The
result of [32] implies that any continuous function F : [0; ]n ! [0; ]k can be approximated by such net.
Thus one may say that with regard to circuit complexity for computing analog
functions, networks of spiking neurons of type B are at least as powerful as neural
nets from the second generation (with the linear saturated activation function). Furthermore our previously described lower bounds for the size of neural nets from the
g n) imply
rst two generations (for nets that compute the functions CDn , EDn or ED
that networks of spiking neurons of type B are in fact strictly more powerful than
neural nets from the rst two generations: in order to achieve separation results between SNN's of type B and neural nets from the rst two generations it just remains
gn .
to verify that a single spiking neuron of type B can compute CDn ; EDn and ED
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We refer to [36] and [39] for details of the proofs of several of the abovementioned
simulation results. It can be seen from these proofs that they do not actually require for positive results about the computational power of SNN's of type B that the
response- or threshold functions are piecewise linear (i.e. of type B). Rather it suces
to assume that they just have a small linearly increasing respectively decreasing segment, a property which is approximately satis ed by EPSP's and IPSP's of biological
neurons (see Figure 2). In [48], [37] a complete characterization of the computational
power of SNN's of type B is given in terms of a restriction (called N-RAM) of the
familiar model of a random access machine.
In addition it is shown in [39] that the simulation of sigmoidal neural nets by SNN's
can also be carried out with the biologically more realistic model of a stochastic or
noisy spiking neuron. It is also easy to see that the here considered functions CDn ,
g n can be computed by a single noisy spiking neuron. Furthermore it is
EDn and ED
shown in [38] that even with very noisy spiking neurons one can in principle carry out
arbitrary digital computations with any desired degree of reliability. However noise
certainly a ects the computational power of networks of spiking neurons, and we refer
to [42] with regard to methods for proving lower bounds for networks of noisy spiking
neurons.
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